Harness the Xtra-ordinary Power of Products in Motion

Motion Imagery, Demonstration Videography and 360° Product Spins
create inspiring, memorable drama with motion and light

www.billdeusterphotography.com

Controlled Motion Imagery/360° Spin/Demonstration Videography
Motion imagery, 360° spin and demonstration
videography are dramatic, eye-catching
presentation techniques used to highlight products
on the internet. For products no wider than 22
inches (width/depth), no taller than 32 inches and
no heavier than 40 pounds, Bill takes the idea
of product motion to the next level with custom
backgrounds and heroic lighting.
For more than product spins, Bill has staged
motion imagery that features unique brand design
accents and product attributes - all done under a
wash of complimentary light that builds the
perception of product quality and versatility.
Finally, the finished 30 to 60 second videos
are edited and captioned to pack a branding
punch especially effective on social media.
Standard 360° Product Spins
(basic lighing, on white)

Custom 360° Product Spins*

(choice of backgrounds/custom lighting)

Scripted Motion Imagery* (staged, edited & titled)

Deluxe/Scripted Motion Imagery*
(adds choreographed lighting)

* above services may be customized music and voiceovers are optional

301-470-4046
bdeuster@verizon.net
Product Demonstration Video

Product 360° Overhead Spin Video

There are an almost infinite number of ways
to script an eye-catching product video that will
decimate and overpower its still counterpart.
Because of this, we start with the product itself
and its unique design qualities and features.
The product (and its size/weight) often dictates
the type of motion most suited to its nature and
attributes. Whether a 360 spin, a single
scripted product move or a compound move
that integrates product, camera and light fixture
motion for a bold effect, Bill has your product
covered. Custom set staging, beautiful light
and a camera perspective that truly
captures your product’s inner hero is
what Bill promises and delivers.
Once the motion imagery is recorded the final
work begins and the editing/post-production
options are also numerous. Main title,
Info-graphics, feature call-outs, product
specifications, sound effects, voiceovers
and music are all available. Because we shoot
in high-resolution, UHD 4K, it is even possible
to extract a still image to satisfy all your
e-commerce and social media requirements.
In addition, if you have ten or more items that
fall into the same size and function class, there
are discounts for having them all shot and
edited during the same session, even if you
want custom sets, staging, lighting and motion
effects. Unique set-ups and your satisfaction
are always his priority. Get in touch to initiate
production, you won’t regret it.

Services Branding Video

Product Animation * Controlled Motion & 360° Spin Videography * Demonstration Videography * Branding
Product Custom-Staged 360° Profile Spin Video

Product 360° Profile Spin Video

Product Branding Video

Services Branding Video

Product Motion Video

In addition to over 44 years as a still photographer, Bill has offered
video and motion imagery services for more than a decade.
BY CAREFULLY MOVING LIGHTS WHILE THE PRODUCT AND CAMERA MOVE, DRAMATIC EFFECTS ARE CREATED MAKING GEMSTONES ‘SHIMMER’ AND ‘GLOW’.
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